
 

CPR 14—permission to withdraw an admission 
(Sabbagh v Khoury) 

22/11/2019  

Dispute Resolution analysis: This case addressed the scope of CPR 14.1(1) in 
terms of what will amount to an admission for the purposes of the same. It also 
confirms the variety of forms in which such an admission can be said to have 
arisen pursuant to CPR 14. An analysis was also undertaken in respect of the 
checklist and relevance of considerations when a party, having made an 
admission, seeks permission to withdraw the same. Further, the defendant’s 
application for a strike out of a purported withdrawal of a concession made orally 
was unsuccessful, primarily on the basis that the claimant would suffer significant 
prejudice were the application to succeed, but the defendants would not if the 
application failed. Written by Georgia Whiting, barrister, 4 King’s Bench Walk. 

Sabbagh v Khoury and others [2019] EWHC 3004 (Comm) 

What are the practical implications of this case? 

This case serves as a useful reminder as to when an admission will have been made for the 
purposes of CPR 14 and when a party will be granted permission to withdraw such an 
admission. The case makes it abundantly clear that practitioners need to consider any possible 
admission which could have been said to have arisen either through inadvertence or without a 
full consideration of the risks. In particular, admissions are not limited to concessions made 
within statements of case; all that is required of the rule is that a party has admitted ‘…the truth 
of…any part of another party’s case’ by ‘…notice in writing (such as in a statement of case or by 
letter)’. 

A distinction was also drawn between a ‘non-denial’ and an ‘admission’. Regarding the alleged 
admission made by the claimant, Sabbagh, the court noted that had the claimant in fact stated 
that she did not admit or deny the existence, validity or effect of certain agreements (referred to 
in the judgment as the ‘1993 Agreements’), then the defendants would have been entitled to 
proceed on the basis that those issue remained live. However, a footnote to written submissions 
made by the claimant in a previous application stated that ‘there is no dispute that the 1993 
Agreements were both valid and effective’ and this was sufficient to amount to an admission. 
Therefore, parties ought to be wary of putting the other side to proof in pleadings and other 
documents in order to ensure all issues remain live. 

When considering an application for permission to withdraw a concession, the courts will weigh 
up all the factors in the checklist in CPR PD 14, para 7.2. However, where one party can show 
that they will suffer prejudice and the other cannot, that is likely to be a significant factor in 
determining the application. 

While the defendants’ application to strike out the withdrawal of the other concessions (made 
orally by Counsel) was not successful, this was very much a fact specific decision based upon 
the previous (and numerous) hearings in respect of certain jurisdictional issues. However, parties 
should be alert to the possibility of such an application being made (and potentially succeeding) 
where an admission is made orally. 

What was the background? 

A dispute arose between Sabbagh and, among others, her brothers and cousins, in respect of an 
alleged misappropriation of assets and the deprivation of dividends following the death of 
Sabbagh’s father, the founder of a large Lebanese construction group. 

Sabbagh commenced proceedings in the English Commercial Court against one of the 
defendants who was domiciled in England. Thereafter, Sabbagh joined the other defendants as 
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proper and necessary parties. Once proceedings were underway, the defendants commenced 
arbitration proceedings in Lebanon, and a number of the defendants consequently disputed the 
jurisdiction of the English courts. The proceedings commenced in England were eventually 
allowed to continue. 

In her replies to the defences, Sabbagh included an allegation that share sales agreements were 
not genuine sales and were instead a sham of no effect. In contrast, in Ms. Sabbagh’s amended 
particulars of claim (for which she was given permission to rely upon) there was no mention of 
such an allegation. Furthermore, it was clear in the proceedings relating to the jurisdictional 
challenge, that it had been conceded (both in written statements and orally) that Ms. Sabbagh 
did not deny the existence, validity or effectiveness of the 1993 Agreements. In respect of two 
other agreements, it had only been conceded orally that these were valid and effective. 

The defendants argued that the concession concerning the existence, validity or effectiveness of 
the 1993 Agreements was an admission for the purposes of CPR 14. As such, permission was 
required to withdraw that admission, and it ought not be granted applying the principles set out in 
CPR PD 14, para 7.2. In the alternative, the defendants contended that the purported disavowal 
by the claimant of oral concessions made in respect of other agreements should be struck out 
pursuant to CPR 3.4 as being an abuse of process.  

Sabbagh argued that no concession had been made for the purposes of CPR 14 and, in the 
alternative, she sought permission to withdraw any such concessions. 

What did the court decide? 

The judge rejected the submission that CPR 14 was of no application to the concession made by 
the claimant or its purported withdrawal. In particular, CPR 14 covered three separate 
situations—firstly ‘formal admissions’ made after the start of proceedings, secondly, pre-action 
admissions made after 6 April 2007 and after receipt of a letter of claim under one of three listed 
pre-action protocols, and thirdly, a debtor’s admission of a debt on a form provided by the court 
and served with the claim form. 

The judge did not agree with the analysis of Master Davison in Mack v Clarke [2017] EWHC 113 
(QB) where the Master held that CPR 14.1(1) must relate to a distinct element or ingredient of 
any given case despite the wording of the relevant rule referring to ‘the whole or any part of 
another party’s case’. 

In particular, the judge considered that there was no justification within the text or purpose of the 
rule for excluding such admissions from its scope, and there was nothing within the rule or any 
other part of CPR 14 that suggested it was necessary to substitute the words ‘any part’ of 
another party’s case in CPR 14.1(1), for the words ‘a distinct element or ingredient’; such a 
reformation would undermine the purpose of the rule. 

The judge also did not agree with the submission that it was only something contained within a 
pleading which would fall within the scope of CPR 14.1(1). It was not correct to construe the 
words ‘another party’s case’ as meaning only ‘such a party’s ‘statement of case’’; such a 
construction would be artificially limited. 

When considering whether to grant the claimant permission to withdraw her admission in respect 
of the 1993 Agreements, the court was tasked with considering all the material circumstances 
but, of most relevance, was the prejudice that may be caused to any person if that admission 
was withdrawn and the prejudice caused if permission were refused. The judge held that the 
defendants would suffer no relevant prejudice if the claimant were allowed to withdraw her 
admission, in contrast to significant prejudice if she were not. 

As above, the strike out application related to two separate share agreements, and the 
defendants sought to strike out the elements of the replies which sought to go back on 
concessions made orally. The judge found that the claim that the defendants had suffered 
prejudice in relation to the same was merely illusory. The reality was that the sole focus of the 
Court of Appeal in respect of the jurisdiction challenge had been in respect of the 1993 
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Agreements to which a concession had been made in writing. Thus, the strike out application 
failed. 

Case details 

• Court: High Court, Queen’s Bench Division (Commercial Court) 

• Judge: Judge Pelling QC (sitting as a judge of the High Court) 

• Date of judgment: 14 November 2019  
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